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When it comes to health and wellness, historically, there has been little 
focus on those working in the heart of conflict - ADR practitioners.  

The fact that many in private practice work alone highlights the need for 
support networks and camaraderie amongst mediators, arbitrators and 
other ADR practitioners.  

Coming together to share, blow off steam and otherwise focus (for once) 
on ourselves – as we so often concentrate on our clients – can help 
ensure that we are taking care of ourselves.  

There will be broad, big picture discussion as well as a series of practical, 
hands on tips and takeaways shared to allow all who attend a chance to 
both reflect for themselves and learn about how others deal with the 
types of challenges that they encounter. 

 

Notice of Safe Zone 

This workshop is intimate and interactive by design.   

You are encouraged to share insofar as you are comfortable your own 
experiences, thoughts and challenges throughout the day. 

We strive to make this workshop a safe zone, free of judgment being 
passed or any need to feel embarrassed and invite you to join us in 
fostering such an environment. 

While the official workshop hashtag is #WellnessWorkshop, we ask that 
you please be mindful about some of the sensitive content presented in 
this workshop and be considerate of other attendees.   

You are encouraged to raise awareness of this event through tweets, etc.; 
however, please refrain from inadvertently including personal 
information about fellow attendees in such without their prior consent. 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 

 
 

Meet the Speakers 

Nicole Aylwin, BA, MA 
Adjunct Professor, Osgoode Hall Law School 
Passionate about access to justice, innovation and design thinking, Nicole Aylwin is 
a leader in the study and design of dispute resolution process that are flexible, 
creative and meet the needs of justice users. She is an Adjunct Professor at 
Osgoode Hall Law School, where she teaches courses on access to justice, legal 
technology and legal services design. She is Senior Research Fellow at the Canadian 
Forum on Civil Justice and she currently acts as the Advisor of Strategic Research 
Initiatives at the Winkler Institute for Dispute Resolution, where she is the past Co-
Director. In addition to her work in the field of dispute resolution, Nicole also runs 
a private yoga therapy practice where she works with individuals to manage their 
physical and mental health through the application of yoga, meditation and 
mindfulness tools. 
 
Marc Bhalla, Hons. B.A., C.Med, Q.Arb, MCIArb 
Mediator & Arbitrator, Elia Associates Professional Corporation PC 
Marc is a mediator and arbitrator who is passionate about helping people.  He 
actively writes and has spoken across the country about conflict management.  
Marc created ADR Athletics in the summer of 2018 to encourage fellow ADR 
practitioners to talk about issues that are not often discussed in the ADR 
community, with the goal of bringing practitioners together to better support one 
another.  The initiative was inspired, in part, by positive reaction to Marc’s article 
in the 100th issue of ADR Update about mediator self-care and a collaborative 
experience he had in race when on vacation.  Marc is also part of the running 
community.  He has contributed articles to Canadian Running magazine and enjoys 
earning medals for completing runs.  When not mediating, arbitrating, studying, 
volunteering or running, Marc often finds himself losing video games to his son and 
aspiring to be an unpaid chauffeur to his teenage daughters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Jeanette Bicknell, Ph.D. C.Med.  
Mediator, Bicknell Mediation 
Jeanette is a Toronto-based mediator. She helps her clients create stronger 
organizations where people can focus on what matters in an atmosphere of 
cooperation and mutual respect. In her diverse career as a conflict resolution 
expert and professional mediator, Jeanette has helped dozens of businesses, 
boards, business partners, and management teams work together more effectively 
and make better decisions. Jeanette obtained her PhD in philosophy from York 
University and taught at universities in Canada and the U.S. before becoming a 
mediator.  She is currently training for a black belt in Shotokan Karate. 
 
Colm Brannigan, M.A., LL.M.(ADR), C.Med., Cert. Med IMI., C.Arb 
Mediator & Arbitrator, Mediate.ca 
Colm Brannigan is a Chartered Mediator and Chartered Arbitrator and has been a 
full-time ADR practitioner since 1999.  He has an Ontario wide practice focused on 
mediation, med-arbitration and arbitration in condominium, commercial, 
construction and real-estate disputes and he also provides med-arbitration and 
arbitration training.  Colm teaches ADR part-time in the Faculty of Law at Queen’s 
University, and is a frequent speaker at continuing education programs and 
conferences. A former director of the Alternative Dispute Resolution Institute of 
Ontario, Colm is a member of ADRIO’s Q.Med and C.Med Assessment Committees.  
Colm can be contacted by e-mail at colm@mediate.ca or through www.mediate.ca. 

Lyndsey McNally, RCM 
Property Manager, Malvern Condominium Property Management 
Lyndsey McNally has worked with condominium corporations in the Greater 
Toronto Area since 2002 and obtained her Registered Condominium Manager 
designation from the Association of Condominium Managers of Ontario (ACMO) in 
2007. She was humbled by her selection as Manager of the Year by ACMO in 2017.  
Throughout her career, Lyndsey has worked in a variety of roles including 
administration, physical building management, financial management, 
organizational management, and policy oversight. As Team Leader for Malvern 
Condominium Property Management, Lyndsey directs operations and quality 
assurance for the company.   She is an expert in enforcing compliance matters and 
achieving positive dispute resolution. Lyndsey sits on the Board of Directors of the 
Toronto & Area Chapter of the Canadian Condominium Institute.  She is a gym rat 
and mud runner. 



 

 
 

John Starzynski, B.A., LL.B. 
President, Mood Disorders Society of Canada 
John was called to the Ontario bar in 1976.  In 1990, he stopped practicing due to 
his continuing and daily disabling experience with bipolar illness (manic-
depression).  In 1995, John became involved with the lawyers’ assistance program 
to assist lawyers, judges and law students going through the trials of stress, 
burnout, additions, depression and mental illness.  He has drawn on his experience 
to help others.  John also has training in alcohol and drug issues and treatment, 
sexual addiction, gambling and suicide prevention.  He has spoken extensively 
about his experience with mental illness and recovery.  John currently serves as 
President of the Mood Disorders Society of Canada.  He is past director of the Legal 
Professional Assistance Conference, the Mood Disorders Association of Ontario 
and the Ontario Suicide Prevention Network.  John also is Past President of the 
Toronto Blue Jays Fan Club and past Chair of the Canadian Baseball Hall of Fame 
and Museum.  John’s wife and 3 grandchildren are the joy in his life. 
 
Dave Wakely, Q.Med 
Mediator, Wakely Mediation  
After years as a local union leader Dave became frustrated by how discussions 
elevated to disputes even when the parties were not that far apart.   He saw that 
through using interest based negotiations and mediation parties could reach 
mutually beneficial agreements that increased the productivity of the workplace 
and the security of the workforce. Dave successfully integrated interest based 
negotiation into his organization and Dave’s passion for problem solving and 
helping others drove him to the practice of Mediation.  He has mediated disputes 
in the government, healthcare, aerospace and manufacturing sectors. He 
graduated Summa Cum Laude from York University with a degree in Labour Studies 
from York University. Dave has worked for over a decade as a front line Advanced 
Care Paramedic in Peel Region and has drawn on his clinical education and 
experience to provide insights in his mediation practice.  He is currently pursuing 
an LL.M. in Dispute Resolution from Osgoode Hall Law School. 
  



 

 
 

 
 

  



 

 
 

ADR Athletics Origin Story 

Marc Bhalla, a mediator and arbitrator, was on vacation with his 
family.  The resort that they were staying at had a weekly race for guests 
to participate in.  As Marc enjoys running, he decided to sign up. 

On the morning of race day, Marc proceeded to the race's start area 
unsure of what to expect.  While fellow racers comprised of a variety of 
ages and fitness levels, all were grouped together as the race got 
underway. 

Marc found himself in front early, but made the mistake of starting at a 
pace he could not maintain as the race wore on.  Still, he was fairing 
reasonably well and staying amongst the race leaders. 

As the group of race leaders approached the final 500 
metres of the run, something interesting happened... 

Marc found himself behind a gentleman maybe 10 years 
his senior, and content to finish behind the gentleman as 
the race concluded.  However, the older gentleman noticed 
Marc behind him and started to encourage Marc to try 
to pass him. 

At first, Marc did not think anything of it.  Part of Marc 
wondered if the older gentleman was toying with him, but 
he decided to leave things be.  

The older gentleman would not reciprocate.  He 
continued to encourage Marc to pass him as the finish 
line drew nearer and started to shout such things as   
"You can do it!" to Marc.  

At 250 metres to the finish line, Marc decided to give it a try.   



 

 
 

As he dug down deep and accelerated for the final stretch of the race, the older 
gentleman cheered. As Marc passed, the older gentleman shouted "WAY TO GO!"  

After they both crossed the finish line, the older gentleman approached Marc, 
patted him on the back and told Marc that he was proud of him.  Marc thanked the 
gentleman for the support, collected his medal and went on his way.  The two had 
not encountered one another before the race and would not do so again, but soon 
afterward the ADR Athletics domain name was registered. 

The experience inspired Marc to think about the underlying principles of alternative 
dispute resolution (ADR) and athletics.  Not in terms of sport mediation but in terms 
of how he experienced collaboration in a competitive setting.  

As in mediation, this encourages consideration of underlying interests.  Both Marc 
and the older gentleman were in a race.  On the surface, it might appear that they 
both wanted to win the race, but this was not, in fact, the case for either of them. 

Marc participated in the race because running is an exercise he enjoys.  While he 
wanted to get a good run in (as he is the type to enjoy that sort of thing on vacation) 
he was ultimately more concerned about matching his usual pace than where he 
stood in comparison to any of the other runners.  This is why Marc would have been 
content to finish behind the older gentleman. 

The older gentleman also did not care about winning, as his actions demonstrated 
that encouraging others to push themselves and do their best was what was 
important to him.  

A win-win was achieved not only because everyone who completed the race got a 
medal but because both Marc and the older gentleman had a more enjoyable 
experience having collaborated in the course of participating in it. 

This workshop embraces this sentiment.  It is focused on the well-being of ADR 
practitioners.  Through the spirit of collaboration, the concept is to share stories 
and tips that encourage good physical and mental health, both within and outside 
of practice.  The goal is to help improve the quality of ADR services offered across 
the board, by taking care of the practitioners who themselves are generally more 
focused on everyone else.  
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MEDIATORS FOCUS ON 

EVERYONE…EXCEPT 

THEMSELVES! 
MARC BHALLA 

BA (Hons), C.Med, Q.Arb, MCIArb 

Should mediators think about their own 

comfort participating in the process? 

Many mediators go out of their way to ensure that their 

clients are comfortable.  Consideration is often given to 

seating and set-up, the temperature of the meeting space 

and the availability of snacks - especially if the mediation 

is expected to be lengthy or take place over traditional 

mealtime.  Thoughtful mediators recognize that the 

comfort level of participants can influence their ability to 

make the most out of the mediation opportunity.   

While thinking of others is a trait that many successful 

mediators share, reflection upon my experiences and 

those of colleagues has led me to wonder if mediators do 

enough to consider their own comfort in facilitating the 

process. 

Dress for Success 

In the Fall 2016 issue of this publication, I contributed an 

article titled The Mediator’s New Clothes1.  In it, I 

suggested that mediators should dress for their clients 

rather than themselves, i.e., mediators should think about 

how their choice of attire can impact participant 

perceptions and go with what would likely offer the 

greatest comfort to those taking part in mediation,  e.g., 

the formality of a suit can help establish the right tone in 

some instances but may not always put people at ease.  

There is no reason why a mediator’s wardrobe cannot be 

as flexible as the mediation process itself. 

Usually, I wear loud shoes when I mediate.  The idea being 

that the sound of my steps offers warning that I am 

approaching a caucus room, thereby reducing the 

potential of me overhearing something not intended to be 

shared.   

While this approach has worked quite well at times, it 

is not helpful on every occasion, e.g., a facility with 

carpeted floors may silence my footsteps.   

When there is distance between meeting rooms, loud 

shoes may not be comfortable.  While facilitating 

shuttle diplomacy can be helpful, success at mediation 

need not come at the cost of blisters for the mediator! 

You Are What You Eat 

Chartered Mediator and Former ADRIO Board 

Member Mitchell Rose wrote a popular 2015 article 

titled The Very Hungry Mediator2.  In it, he spoke of 

the lack of opportunity mediators often have to eat 

when facilitating the process.  We do not always have 

time to munch and are often too focused on helping 

address the dispute to even think to do so.  Rose 

highlighted the negative health consequences this risk. 

Similar consideration can be given to the importance 

of hydration.  Many mediators ensure that water is 

available to their participants, nonetheless struggle to 

find occasion to drink it themselves.  Particularly in  

___________________________________________ 

1 adr-ontario.ca/wp-
content/uploads/2017/03/ADRUpdate_Fall2016.pdf#page=6 

2 https://t.co/eSWpqiWALk?amp=1 
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the summer months, it may be important for 

mediators to find opportunities to stay hydrated, 

especially as it is the mediator who is typically the 

most physically active participant in mediation.  The 

extent to which a mediator is starved or parched may 

also risk affecting their decision making. 

When Nature Calls 

It is also worth considering the other end of the 

spectrum in terms of hydration and the consequences 

of a mediator consuming too much liquid during their 

participation in the process.   

What follows is a true story… 

Many years ago, I took part in a community mediation 

program that used a co-mediation model.  One 

memorable case had me involved in a lengthy 

mediation that was going nowhere.  Hours passed with 

little progress until a tiny concession started the ball of 

momentum rolling.  It seemed everyone started to feel 

that there was a chance of settlement!  That is, until 

my co-mediator had to pause the mediation to make 

use of the facilities.  Unfortunately, this killed the 

momentum that was built and we were not able to get 

back to where we were before the bathroom break 

was called. 

This last consideration may not seem as easy to 

address in advance as clothing, food and drink, yet can 

still be taken into account as part of a mediator’s 

preparation.  I always factor a bathroom visit into my 

time of arrival at the mediation venue.  

While I may have conjured up images of a mediator 

appearing to be ready to run a marathon with 

comfortable shoes, a track suit, hydration belt, etc., 

my point is that we give so much consideration and 

accommodation to those participating in our process 

and ought to pay more attention to ourselves.  Doing 

so appropriately need not come at the expense of 

others. 

I have developed my own “Mediator’s Survival Kit” to 

have on hand at my mediations.  This is what mine 

looks like, though you are welcome to customize yours 

to suit your tastes… 

 

Marc Bhalla’s Mediation Survival Kit 

 

  Granola bites (small clusters of granola that can 

be easily consumed travelling between meeting 

rooms)  

  Water bottle 

  Facial tissue (pocket size) 

  First aid kit  

  Power bank and USB cable 

  Stain removal pen 

I keep these items in a small travel pouch and access 

them as needed, typically when travelling between 

meeting rooms or during breaks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note:  Additional items such as a change of shoes, a 

sweater and umbrella may also be considered on a 

case-by-case basis, dependent upon the mediation 

environment and weather forecast. 

Marc Bhalla, BA (Hons),  C.Med, Q.Arb, MCIArb is a 

non-lawyer mediator and arbitrator.  He manages 

multiple websites dedicated to his ADR practice – 

www.MarcOnMediation.ca, www.Prepare2Mediate.ca 

and www.Arbitrate.Online.  

 
 

Be Seen. 

Let ADRIO help you get your message in 

front of 1000+ mediators, arbitrators 

and other Conflict Management Leaders.  
 

ADR Update Rate Card 

or email: 

 

Events@adr-ontario.ca 

 

http://www.marconmediation.ca/
http://www.prepare2mediate.ca/
http://www.arbitrate.online/
http://adr-ontario.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/ADR-Update-Advertising-Rate-Card.pdf
mailto:Events@adr-ontario.ca
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Colm Brannigan, Chartered Mediator and Arbitrator 
2 County Court Blvd., Suite 400, Brampton, Ontario L6W 3W8 

Cell: 416.460.6841 | Tel: 905.840.9882  
Email: colm@mediate.ca| Website: www.mediate.ca 

 

 
 

ADRIO Health and Well-Being of ADR Practitioners 
Toronto, July 25, 2019 

Resilience & Reflective Practice Readings complied by Colm Brannigan 
 
Avram Alpert, The Good Enough Life: The desire for greatness can be an 
obstacle to our own potential. The New York Times, February 20, 2019. 
Available at: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/20/opinion/the-good-
enough-life-philosophy.html  
 
American Psychological Association, The Road to Resilience, available at: 
https://www.apa.org/helpcenter/road-resilience 
 
Michael D. Lang, The Guide to Reflective Practice in Conflict 
Resolution, Lanham, Maryland, Rowman & Littlefield, 2019. 
 
Lydia Nussbaum, Mediator Burnout, Ohio State Journal on Dispute 
Resolution, Vol 34, No. 1, 2019, pp 171 – 220 
 
Andrea Ovans, What Resilience Means, and Why It Matters, Harvard 
Business Review, January 5, 2015 available at: 
https://hbr.org/2015/01/what-resilience-means-and-why-it-matters  
 
Reed Rawlings, How I Learned to Challenge My Inner-Critic, Medium.com, 
February 13, 2019.  Available at: https://medium.com/change-your-
mind/how-i-learned-to-challenge-my-inner-critic-4b9d67221c58  
 
Donald A. Schon, The Reflective Practitioner: How Professionals Think 
in Action, New York, Basic Books, 1983 (Hardcover 1984). 
 
Steven M. Southwick, M.D., and Dennis S. Charney, Resilience: How Your 
Brain Helps You Bounce Back, BrainWorld, June 25, 2019, available at: 
https://brainworldmagazine.com/resilience-brain-helps-bounce-
back/?fbclid=IwAR15bNdhu8c4SJAjrsRgDkqbRMWP2PE_s-rlYMjkCcNoOz5u-
csdUTS  
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